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Tree Automata and Attribute Grammars* 
TSUTOMU KAMIMURA 
Department ofComputer Science, 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045 
The translational mechanism of attribute grammars using tree automata re 
investigated. The pushdown tree-to-string transducer with a certain synchronization 
facility as a model to realize transformations by attribute grammars i proposed 
and its basic properties using tree-walking finite state automata re studied. To 
demonstrate he utility of this model, ~t is shown that noncircular attribute 
grammars are equally powerful as arbitrary attribute grammars, and a method is 
provided to show that a certain type of transformations is impossible by attribute 
grammars. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Attribute grammars, introduced by Knuth (1968), provide an attractive 
method of formalizing the semantics of context-free languages, and introduce 
a general framework of the syntax-directed translation scheme of 
programming languages. Using attribute grammars, we can define transfor- 
mations from derivation trees of context-free grammars to values of the 
specified attributes as the meanings of the trees, and various attribute 
evaluation procedures (Bochman, 1976; Jazayeri and Walter, 1975; Kastens, 
1980; Kennedy and Warren, 1976; Saarinen, 1978; etc.) actually perform 
the transformations. 
Despite their popular utility (see, e.g., Jones, 1980; Raiha, 1977; Fang, 
1972) in language translation systems, our knowledge on the formal 
mechanism of attribute grammars is rather incomplete. This is probably due 
to the fact that they involve the construction of semantic domains with 
powerful operations on them, and therefore, any transformation is possible 
by the mechanism of attribute grammars. 
A number of attemps have been made to study the transformational 
mechanism of attribute hrammars from several different points of view, for 
instance, see Chirica and Martin (1979), Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci 
(1982), Duske etal. (1977), Engelfriet and Fil+ (1981a, 1981b), Lewis et al. 
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(1974), Riis and Skyum (1981), and Watt (1980). Lewis et al. (1974) 
considered attribute grammars as a means to define a transformation from 
strings of input symbols to their attribute values. They introduced the 
attributed pushdown transducer to characterize the transformations defined 
by certain class of attribute grammars, called L-attributed grammars. More 
recently, Engelfriet and Fil+ (1981a, 1981b) considered the attribute 
grammar as a device to define a tranformation from derivation trees of a 
context-free grammar to trees which describe expressions to compute the 
specified attribute of the deviation trees. Using techniques and results of tree 
automata theory, they obtained a number of important results on the tree-to- 
tree transformations by attribute grammars. Furthermore, to study various 
properties of the transformations in a formal way, Engelfriet (1979) 
proposed the device called macro tree transducer to model the transfor- 
mational mechanism of attribute grammars. Courcelle and Franchi-Zannet- 
tacci (1982) advocate the viewpoint of program schemes and introduced the 
recursive program scheme with a tree parameter to study the mechanism of 
attribute grammars. Their model turned out to be conceptually very close to 
the macro tree tranducer. 
In this paper, we follow the viewpoint of Engelfriet and Fil~, and treat 
attribute grammars as tree transducers. However, instead of using trees to 
describe attributes, we consider attribute values as strings over a fixed 
alphabet, and define attribute grammars as tree-to-string transducers (see 
Duske et al., 1977). Then we propose the pushdown tree-to-string transducer 
with a certain synchronized pushdown facility as a model of attribute 
transducers and study properties of this model. Unlike the attributed 
pushdown transducer of Lewis et al. (1974), our tranducer directly operates 
on trees, and it is a more conventional type of device than the macro tree 
transducer or the recursive program scheme in that it works in a sequential 
manner with finite control mechanism. This transducer generalizes the 
checking-tree pushdown transducer studied by Engelfriet, Rozenberg, and 
Slutzki (1980) in the use of the pushdown mechanism. In fact, checking-tree 
pushdown transducers can realize transformations by attribute grammars 
with no inherited attributes. The main result of this paper is that with a little 
additional information added at each node of a tree, transformations by 
attribute grammars are exactly those defined by our pushdown tree-to-string 
transducers with a single state. As a consequence of this, we show that 
noneircular attribute grammars are equally powerful as arbitrary attribute 
grammars, and provide a method to show that a certain type of transfor- 
mations are not possible by attribute grammars. 
After the preliminaries given in Section 2, we study a conventional type of 
tree-walking automaton (Aho and Ullman, 1970) in Section 3. We introduce 
two different ways to define a tree language by the automaton and 
investigate the relation between them. In Section4, the tree-walking 
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synchronized pushdown transducer is formally defined, and domains of such 
transducers will be related to the tree-walking automata studied in Section 3. 
Then, in Section 5, attribute grammars are formally introduced as a tree-to- 
string transformation device and the exact characterization of attribute 
transformations i  given in terms of tree-walking synchronized pushdown 
transducers. As a consequence of this, the aforementioned results will be 
subsequently proved. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts and results 
in tree automata and languages. We will briefly describe some of those 
directly needed in our discussion. More details can be found in Engelfriet 
(1975) or in Thatcher (1973). 
An alphabet S is ranked if S = Un>022~, where each Sn is a finite set of 
symbols and only finitely many n has nonempty 22,. The maximal  rank of S 
is the largest number n such that X, is nonempty. We do not need to assume 
that S ,  and S m are disjoint for distinct n and m, but for the sake of 
convenience, we require that S 0 ~ 22, = O for every n > 0. A tree t over 22 is 
an orered tree such that each node having n sons is labeled by a symbol of 
S , .  We use V t to denote the set of nodes of t. We exclude trees of single 
node from our consideration for technical reasons and let T z denote the set 
of all the nonsingle node trees over 22. Given 2;, a tree language L is an 
arbitrary subset of Tz. The yield of a tree t, denoted as yield (t), is a string 
over 220 obtained by concatenating labels of all the leaves of t from left to 
right, and yield (L )= {yield (t) lt ~ L} for a tree language L. 
A nondeterministic paral lel  (top-down) tree automaton A is a construct 
(Q, Z, R), where Q is a finite set of states, 22 a ranked alphabet, and R is a 
finite set of rules of the form: a- ,  a(ql " .  q,)  or p(a)~ a(q 1 ... G)  for 
a~S~ andp,  ql , . . . ,q~EQ, n>0andp(a)~aforaCZ 0andp~Q.A is  
deterministic f the left-hand side of each rule is distinct, where symbols of L" 
with different ranks are considered to be different. A begins its computation 
at the root of a tree t C Tz by applying a rule a--, a(q 1 ... qn), where a is the 
label of the root of rank n. It creates n copies ql ..... q ,  of its finite control 
and proceeds to process ith subtree of the root in qi for each 1 ~< i~< n. 
Processing a subtree in state p is done in a similar manner by applying a rule 
p(a)-- ,  a(q~ ... q,)  if the root of the subtree is labeled by a of rank n. It 
should be noted that we require A to recognize the rank of the symbol as 
well as the label at each node. We assume the same requirement for all the 
automata we introduce in this paper. When A reaches a leaf labeled by a in 
p, it successfully completes the process if A has a rule p(a)  ~ a. A accepts t
iff there is a sequence of rules to apply to successfully process all the 
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subtrees of t. Otherwise t is rejected, in which case A finds no rules to apply 
at some node of t. The tree language recognized by A, denoted by L(A), is 
the set of all the trees accepted by A. A language L is recognizable if there is 
a parallel tree automaton to reconize L. RECOG denotes the class of all 
recognizable tree languages. It is well known that yield (L) is context-free for 
every L E RECOG. Recognizable languages are the tree version of regular 
sets and they possess a number of nice closure properties. The complement 
of a language L, denoted as/], is T~ -L  for some fixed alphabet 2J such that 
L _~ Tx. Then, 
2.1. PROPOSITION. RECOG is closed under union, intersection, and 
complement. 
In addition to examining finite state properties of trees, if we consistently 
change the labels of input trees to symbols of another anked alphabet, we 
obtain a simple transformation device called finite state relabeling. A finite 
state relabeling T is a construct (Q, 2;, A, R), where Q is a finite set of states, 
z and A input and output ranked alphabets, respectively, and R is a finite set 
of rules of the form: cr -~ r(q 1 .... , qn) or p(a) ~ r(q I ... qn) for a E -r n, r ~ zln, 
P, ql ..... qnEQ and n>0,  andp(a)~r  for oEZ 0 ,TCA 0 and pcQ.  T is  
deterministic if the left-hand side of each rule is distinct. The manner in 
which T operates is similar to that of parallel tree automaton and should be 
obvious. T takes a tree t of Tz as an input and transforms it to another tree 
of T a by relabeling nodes of t if t satisfies finite state properties checked by 
T. The transformation defined by T is {(t, t') E T~ X T~ I t' is an output (not 
necessarily unique) of t by T} and for a language L ~ T~, define T(L)= 
{t' ~ TA ] ~ t ~ L such that (t, t') C T}. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. T(L) E RECOG for L C RECOG and a finite state 
relabeling T. 
A (deterministic) relabeling is a total (deterministic) single-state 
relabeling, and REL (DREL) denotes the class of all the (deterministic) 
relabelings. A (deterministic) relabeling is usually defined as a function h 
from Z' to the collection of finite subsets of A (from Z' to A, resp.) such that 
for a C Sn, r C h(a) implies r C A, (h(a) ~ A n, resp.) for every n. Given 
h C DREL and a tree t, h(t) is the relabeled tree of t by h. 
A context-free grammar is called generalized if it is allowed to have more 
than one initial nonterminal. A tree language is local if it is the set of all the 
derivation trees Da of some generalized context-free grammar G. LOCAL 
denotes the class of all the local languages. Every local language is 
recognizable. Furthermore, the following fact is well known. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. For every L E RECOG, there are h E DREL and 
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L '  E LOCAL such that L = h(L '). Moreover, yield(t) = yield(h(t)) for every 
tEL ' .  
Finally we introduce the special deterministic finite state relabeling sz for 
each ranked alphabet 27. It changes a label a E Z of a node of an input tree 
to [a,i] (i.e., attaches subscript i to a), where 0~<i~<m and m is the 
maximal rank of Z, if that node is the ith son (from left to right) of its 
father; in particular, i=  0 if the node is the root of the tree. For instance, 
given Z with Z0= {a}, 222={b,c } and Z l={b};  s z is defined as 
({i I i E {0,1, 2}}, Z, S X {0,1, 2}, R), where R has the following rules: 
i(a) ~ [a, i], i(b)--* [b, i](1, 2), i(b) ~ [b, i](1) and i (c)~ [c, i](1, 2) for each 
i E { 1, 2 } and b --, [b, 0] (1, 2), b ~ [b, 0] (1) and e ~ [e, 0] (1, 2). SUB denotes 
the class of all sz. 
3. TREE-WALKING AUTOMATA 
In this section, we discuss the sequential type of tree automaton, called 
finite state tree-walking automaton. The finite state tree-walking automaton 
is a tree version of the finite state (two-way) automaton on strings: it has a 
finite control and an input pointer which points at a (present) node of the 
input tree; the present state of the finite control and the label of the present 
node determine the next state and the node to visit next which is either the 
father or one of sons of the present node. Then we introduce two different 
ways to define a tree language by a finite state tree-walking automaton. The 
first one is by the existence of an accepting computation, which is the 
ordinary definition for a nondeterministic device. In the second case, we 
require that every computation of the automaton on a tree must be an 
acccepting computation. Then, using methods and results of Karnimura and 
Slutzki (1981), we compare the classes of these languages and study their 
relations to RECOG. Figure 1 summarizes the results of this section. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A finite state tree-walking automaton (fsta) A is a 
construct (Q, z ,  c~, q0, F), where Q is the finite set of states, Z is the input 
ranked alphabet, q0 E Q is the initial state, F___ Q is the set of final states, 
and 6 is a mapping from Q ×2; to the finite subsets of Q ×D 
(D = {0, 1,..., M}, where M is the maximal rank of S). A is deterministic if 
6(q, a) has at most one element for every q E Q and ~r E Z. 
A configuration of A on a tree t E Tz is a triple (q, n, t), where q E Q and 
n is a node of t or a special symbol $. Define (q, n, t) ~--A (P, n', t) iff n is a 
node of t and (p, i) E 6(q, a), where ~r is the label of n; and n' is the father of 
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n if i = 0 and n is not the root or n' = $ if n is the root and i = 0; or .n' is the 
ith son of n if i > 0. The node n' is called the ith surrounding of n. ~-A is the 
reflexive-transitive closure of }-A. 
A sequence of configurations P = Co, C1, C 2 ..... where C o = (qo, no, t) 
with n o being the root of a tree t is called a computation path of A on t if 
Ci ~-A Ci+ 1 for every i >/0, except for the last configuration i  P if it exists. 
A computation path is accepting if it has some Ci which has a final state as 
it first component; otherwise it is nonaeeepting. A computation path is 
maximal if either it is infinite or there is no C' for its last configuration C
such that C ~-A C'. Obviously, every computation path can be extended to a 
maximal computation path. 
We now introduce two different ways to define the recognition by a fsta A. 
The frist one is the ordinary notion of acceptance by a nondeterministic 
device: LN(A ) = {t E T~ [ there is an accepting computation path of A on t}; 
and 2N = {L [ L = LN(A) by some fsta A }. In the second type of recognition, 
we require that every computation path must be eventually accepting. This is 
the recognition by alternating automaton (see Ladner, Lipton, and 
Stockmeyer, 1982) if every state of automaton is regarded as "universal." 
Let Lv(A ) = {t ~ T~ [ every maximal computation path of A on t is accep- 
ting} and 2U= {LIL =Lv(A ) by some fstaA}. IfA is deterministic, it has a 
unique maximal computation path on each tree; hence LN(A)=Lv(A ) and 
2D = {L I L = LN(A ) = Lv(A ) by a deterministic fsta A }. 
3.2. EXAMPLE. Let ~ = ~0 ~') ~r'2 and 270 = {a, b}, Z z = {C}. Thus, T~ is 
the set of all complete binary trees in which every interior node is labeled by 
C and every leaf is labeled by a or b. Consider the following 
fstaA = ({q0, qF}, S, 3, q0, {qv}), where 6(q o, C) = {(q0, 1), (q0, 2)}, 
6(q o, a)= {(qv, 0)} and all other transitions are undefined. Then LN(A)= 
{t C T~ ! t has a leaf labeled by a} and Lv(A )= {t ~ Tx I every leaf of t is 
labeled by a}. 
In Kamimura and Slutzki (1981), we investigated various properties of 2N 
and 2D, in particular we showed that LN(A ) of Example 3.2 is in 2N-  2D 
while Lv(A ) is in RECOG - 2N. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. 2D % 2N~ RECOG. 
We now show that 2U is a proper subclass of RECOG. Let us denote 
Lzv(A ) of Example 3.2 by K. 
3.4. LEMMA. K is not in 2U. 
Proof. Suppose K = Lv(A ) by a fsta A = (Q, 27, 3, q0, F) and let k be the 
cardinality of Q. Consider the complete balanced binary tree t E Tz of 
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height > log2(2k + 2) in which every leaf is labeled by b. Note that t has 
more than 2k + 2 leaves. Since t q~ Lv(A),  there is a maximal computation 
path P=Co,  C1 ..... in which none of Ci has a final state as its first 
component. We claim that A must visit every leaf of t during P. Suppose 
otherwise• Define t' from t by changing labels of leaves of t which are not 
visited during P from b to a. Then, the same sequence as P with obvious 
modification on the last component of each configuration would be a 
computation path of the tree t'. Therefore ,4 cannot accept t'. 
Let rtl,n 2 ..... be the sequence of leaves of t visited in this order by A 
during P. Since there are more than k leaves, A must visit two leaves during 
P, say n i and ni, in the same state. Let n i and n~ be the first such nodes in 
the sequence. Hence there are 0 < I i < lj and q E Q such that Cli = (q, ni, t), 
Ctj = (q, n~, t), and Ct~ ~-A Clj. Furthermore, A visists at most k + 1 leaves 
during the sequence Co,..., C t ..... C t in P. Now we construct he sequence of 
f J . . . 
configurations uch that C t ~A Clj by applying the same transition at each 
• J ". . . 
step as m C l ~A Ct,  but by starting at n, instead of n i. Note that th~s is 
• i j J 
posslble because t is a balanced tree in which all the internal nodes and all 
the leaves are labeled by the same symbols (C and b, resp.). Then, we can 
obtain a maximal computation path by infinitely repeating this sequence 
after C O ..... Ctj. Clearly, this computation path is not accepting; however, A 
visits ~at most 2k + 2 leaves since it visits the same leaves, the number of 
which is at most k + 1, in the repeated portion of Ct~ ~- Ctj in this path. This 
is a contradiction. 1 
The next result establishes the recognizability of languages in 2U. 
3.5• THEOaEM. 2U~ RECOG. 
Proof. Let L = Lv(A)  by a fsta A = (Q, 27, 3, q0, F). Since L C RECOG 
implies L C RECOG by Proposition 2.1, we show that L is recognizable. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that every nonaccepting maximal 
computation path is infinite; otherwise we can add a trivial loop for each 
pair of nonfinal state and an input symbol for which no next transition is 
given. Also we may assume that A has no transitions at each final state. 
Hence, a tree t is in L iff there is an i~nfinite computation path P = Co, C 1 ..... 
of A on t. Since both the number of states of A and the number of nodes of t 
are finite, this means that there are i and j in P such that C i = Cj = (q, n, t), 
0<i< j ,  for someq~Qandanodenof t .  
We define the following nondeterministic finite state relabeling T on T E . T 
uses the nondeterminism to select a single node n of an input tree t and a 
state q of A, and attaches q to n. Then the following fsta A' operates on 
outputs of t by T to check whether or not there is any nonaccepting 
computation path of A on t in which (q, n, t) appears more than once. A'  
works basically the same way as A does. In addition, A'  uses the finite 
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FIG. 1. 
RECOG / \  
2N 2U 
\ /  
2D 
Inclusion diagram of tree languages. 
control to remember whether it has visited the node n in state q or not, and if 
it does so for the second time, it terminates in a final state. Thus t is in L iff 
there is an output of t by T which is in LN(A' ). Let h be the deterministic 
relabeling to erase the information attached by T on trees of T~. Then 
= h(T(T~)C3LN(A ' ) ) .  By Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, L is recognizable. II 
We summarize the inclusion diagram of 2D, 2N, 2U, and RECOG in 
Fig. 1. Solid lines denote proper containment. 2N and 2U are incomparable 
by Example 3.2 (and its following remark) and Lemma 3.4. 
4. TREE-WALKING PUSHDOWN TRANSDUCERS 
Engelfriet et al. (1980) introduced a tree-walking transducer, called 
checking tree pushdown transducer (ctpd) and studied its relation with some 
class of top-down tree transducers. The ctpd transducer visits nodes of a tree 
in a sequential way using a synchronized pushdown facility; it has to push 
the stack when moving down the tree and has to pop the stack when moving 
up the tree. In this sense, the movements of the tree-pointer and stack-pointer 
are synchronized. 
In this section we introduce a new tree-walking pushdown transducer with 
a more general synchronization mechanism. Following is an informal 
description of this machine. The output mechanism is the standard one, that 
is, on each move a piece of string is produced, and the output is obtained by 
concatenating all these strings. The pushdown has two tracks; the first is a 
standard track for storing symbols out of a given stack alphabet. The 
additional track will contain pointers to the nodes of the input tree. We will 
not distinguish between the pointers and the nodes themselves. The machine 
can push the stack while moving up or down the tree, thus it is more flexible 
than ctpd; each push operation pushes a pair (6, n), where ~ is a pushdown 
symbol and n is the currently scanned node. When the stack is popped, the 
tree walk "backtracks," i.e., resumes at the node which currently appears at 
the top of the pushdown; thus it is possible to pop while moving down the 
tree. 
The formal definition is as follows: 
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4. I. DEFINITION. A (deterministic) tree-walking (synchronized) 
pushdown tree-to-string transducer (twpd) is a construct 
M ---- (Q, Z, A, F, 3, Z o, qo, F), where Q is a finite set of states, z is a ranked 
input alphabet, d is the output alphabet, F is the pushdown alphabet with 
Z o ~ F being the initial pushdown symbol, qo C Q the initial state, and F _~ Q 
the set of final states. 6 is the transition function from QXZXF to 
Q X zl* X D, where D (the instruction set) is {pop} U {(i, ~172) ] 71, 72 ~ /', 
and 0 ~< i ~< m}, where m is the maximal rank of Z. M is single state ( ltwpd) 
if j Q] = 1. M is a checking tree pushdown transducer (ctpd) if (0, 7172) ~ D 
for every 71,72 C F. 
A configuration of M on an input tree t is a tuple (q, t, u, w, (n 1 ..... nk)), 
where q E Q, u ~ F k, w ~ A*, n i E V t, i = 1, 2,..., k, for some k >~ 0. For two 
configurations C1 and C 2 we let C 1~-MC2 if either of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
(i) C~=(q,t, uT, w,(n 1 ..... nk)), UEF*, 7EF;  6(q,a, 7)=(p,v,  
(i, 7~72)), where a labels nk, and C2 = (p, t, u7172, wv, (n I ..... nk, nk+l)), 
where nk+ 1 is the /th surrounding of n k. 
(ii) C~ = (q, t, u 7, w, (nl .... , nk) ), U ~ F*, 7 E F; 6(q, a, 7) = (P, v, pop), 
where a labels n k and C 2 = (p, t, u, wv, (nl,..., nk_l) ). 
t--~t denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of ~-M" The tree-to-string 
transformation realized by twpd M is 
T(M) = {(t, w) l (qo, t, Zo, e, (no)) ~ (p, t, e, w, 0)  and p E F}, 
where n o is the root of t. The string-to-string transformation Ts(M ) is 
{(yield (t), w)] (t, w)C T(M)}. We identify M with T(M) when no confusion 
arises. TWPD (1TWPD) denotes the set of all twpd's (ltwpd's) as well as the 
set of all the transformations they realize. Also, TWPD s (1TWPDs) denotes 
the set of all the string-to-string transformations they realize. The domain 
of M is Dom(M)={tCTz] ( t ,w)ET(M ) for some wCA*}, and 
Dom(TWPD)  = {L [ L = Dom(M) for M C TWPD } (similarly for 
Dom(1TWPD)).  Given a tree language L, the transformation of L by M is 
M(L )= {wCA* l (t, w)E T(M) for some tEL}.  
Tree-walking pushdown transducers with a single state will be particularly 
useful in the sequel. Therefore, we first consider the domains of ltwpd's. 
4.2. THEOREM. Dom(1TWPD)  = 2U. 
Proof. Let M = ({q}, Z, A, F, 3, Z 0, q, {q}) be a l twpd and t be a tree in 
Dom(M). Let us consider the configuration of M on t in which M visits a 
node labeled by a with Z as the top of the stack. Since t C Dom(M), M must 
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eventually leave this node by popping the element of the stack containing Z. 
Hence M must have either 
~(q, e, Z) = (q, wl, (il, ZIZ[)), 
3(q, ~7, Z1) -- (q, w2, (i2, Z2Z~)), 
: (1)  
~(q, a, Zn_l) ---- (q, wn, (in, ZnZ'n), 
5(q, e, Zn) --- (q, Wn+l,pop) 
for some n>0,  Zi ,Z  ~ 6Ffor  1 ~i~n,  wiCA* for 1 ~i~n+ 1, or 
fi(q, v, Z) = (q, w, pop) for some w E A*. (2) 
Note that in the case of (1), after visiting the ijth surrounding of e by 
6(q, e, Z:_I) = (q, wj, (i s, Z:Zj)), M must eventually return to o by popping 
the element of the stack containing Zj for every 1 ~ j ~ n. Now construct 
the following fsta A. A holds the top of the stack of M in its finite control, 
and uses "universal branching" to verify that every element of the stack M 
phushes as in (1) above will eventually be popped. I fM  pops the stack as in 
(2), A enters its unique ritual state qF" Hence, define A as (/~U {qF}, 
2:, fi', Z 0, {qF}), where for each Z ~ F and v C 2:, if M has transitions of (1), 
~'(Z, o) = {(Z~, il) ..... (Z~, i,)} and if M has a transition of (2), 6(z, o) = 
{(qF,0)}. Straightforward induction on the steps of transitions should 
establish that Dora(M) -- Lu(A). 
Conversely, given a fstaA-- (Q, 2:,fi, q0,F), define 1 twpdM as 
({qa}, 2;, O, Q × {0, 1,..., k}, 3, (q0, 0), qa, {qa}), where q~ is the unique state 
of M (qa ~ Q) and k is the maximal number of elements of a set 6(q, o) for 
every q C Q and v C 2;. Utilizing the mechanism of backtracking, M checks 
whether or not every computation path of A can be extended to an accepting 
computation path. 6 is defined as follows: ~(q~, e, (p, 0)) = (q~, e, pop) for 
every p ~ F and o C 2:; if 6(p, a) = {(PI, i~) ..... (pn, in) } for e C 2; and 
p~Q-F ,  then [J(qa,e,(p,j))=(qa, e,(ij+~, (p, j+l)(pj+l,O))) for 
0 ~ j  < n and ~(q~, e, (p, n) )= (q~, c, pop). It is a simple matter to verify 
L~:(A) -~ Dom(M). II 
In Kamimura and Slutzki (1981), we proved that the class of domains of 
ctpd transducers i exactly RECOG. Hence, RECOG ~ Dom(TWPD). By 
Theorem 4.2 and Fig. I, this implies Dom(1TWPD)~ Dom(TWPD). 
4.3. COROLLARY. 1TWPD~ TWPD. 
Despite this corollary, we show next that the gap between ltwpd's and 
twpd's can be closed by using relabelings. For two transformations M 1 and 
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M2,  M 1 o M 2 is the transformation obtained by applying first M~ and then 
M E. The operation o (called composition) is extended to sets of transfor- 
mations in a standard manner. 
4.4. THEOREM. TWPD ~_ REL o 1TWPD. 
Proof. Let M = (Q, 2:, A, F, 3, Z0, q0, F) be a twpd. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that F has only one element qF" If there is more 
than one final state, we can modify it as follows. We add the new final state 
qF to M. M marks the bottom of the stack, and when M pops the bottom of 
the stack, it checks whether it will be in a final state or not after the pop; if 
so, it will go to qF" 
Since ltwpd can store the information on the finite control of M at the top 
of the stack, there is no difficulty for ltwpd to simulate push operations of 
M. However, when M pops the stack, ltwpd cannot compute the next state 
of M. The role of relabeling is to make this information available at each 
node for ltwpd. Define the following relabeling T. T selects and attaches a
function /¢: Q × F× {0, 1,..., k} ~ Q at each node of rank k in a nondeter- 
ministic way. A node labelled by a with function [ gives the information of 
J 
computation of M in that when M pushes Z as a top of the stack at a and 
visits its jth surrounding in state q, then it must come back to a in state 
/ (q ,  Z, j) by executing a pop operation at node j. 
This information enables a ltwpd M' to simulate M as follows. Let ~ be 
the set of all the functions described above. Define M' as ({q'}, Z × ,~', A, 
(2 X F× Q, 3', (q0, z0, qF), q', {q'})- It uses a triple (q, Z, p) as a pushdown 
symbol, where q is the current state of M and p is the state in which M will 
be after symbol Z is popped. 3' is defined as follows: 
(1) For each (p,w,(j, Z1Z:))=~(q, GZ), where q, pEQ, wEA*, 
j~  {0, 1,..., n} and Z~,Z2,ZCF, ~'(q', (a,/), (q,Z,s)) = 
(q',w, (j,(7, Zl,s)(p, Z2,7))), where 7=/(p,  Z2,j), for all /f E~ and 
s~Q. 
(2) For each (p,w, pop)= ~(q, a, Z), where p, qCQ,  w~A*  and 
Z E F, ~'(q', (t7, f) ,  (q, Z, p)) = (q', w, pop) for every/f E ~. 
If a tree t E Tz is in Dom(M), obviously there is a "correct" function at each 
node of t (even though a part of the information given by the function may 
not be needed), and such function is found by T by the nondeterminism. On 
the other hand if T attaches a "wrong" function at some node, M' will find 
that no transitions of M are possible in a consistent way with the function 
attached at the node. This argument should establish M' = T o M, and the 
details are omitted. I 
4.5. COROLLARY. Dom(TWPD) = RECOG. 
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Proof Let h be the (deterministic) relabeling to erase the information 
attached by T of the proof of Theorem 4.4. For twpd M and ltwpd M' of the 
proof, Dom(M)=h(Dom(M')). By Proposition2.2 and Theorem4.2, 
Dom(M)~RECOG.  Conversely, RECOG___Dom(TWPD) is known as 
remarked earlier in the paper. II 
By a slight adaptation of the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can show that 
every string-to-string translation by a twpd can be obtained by a ltwpd. To 
do this, we need to modify T to change symbols of nodes in 27 to symbols in 
{(a, /d,/1,. . . , /n) laC27n, / , /{1 , . . . , [n~,  n>/1}US 0. Then when M' 
visitsthe ith son of node of riode e'which is a leaf, it uses/£,, stored at e to 
simulate M at the leaf. For this purpose, M' must also push f i  into the stack 
when visiting the ith surrounding of node e for 1 ~<i~<n with a push 
operation. Hence, we need to use 4-tuples instead of triples as pushdown 
symbols for M'. The details are rather straightforward and omitted. 
4.6. COROLLARY. 1TWPD s = TWPD s. 
5. ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS 
In this section, we introduce the attribute grammar as a tree-to-string 
transformation device, considering values of attributes as strings over a fixed 
alphabet. Then, we characterize such transformations using tree-walking 
pushdown tranducers tudied in the previous section. This characterization 
enables us to show some interesting consequences on the mechanism of the 
attribute grammar. In particular, it provides us with a method to show that a 
certain type of transformations are impossible by attribute grammars. 
In our formulation of attribute grammars, initial nonterminals are allowed 
to have inherited attributes and separate rules are given to compute them. 
5.1. DEFINITION. An attribute grammar (AG) is a construct 
H = (G, N, A, A, R, a0) defined as follows. 
(i) G=(Nu,27r,P, 272) is an underlying generalized context-free 
grammar with nonterminals SN, terminals S t ,  productions P and initial 
nonterminals 22  ~ 22N" 22 denotes ~"U U 22T" 
(ii) N is a finite set of attribute names. 
(iii) A is an alphabet of attribute values. 
(iv) A is a pair of mappings (S, I) which associate with each nonter- 
minal X C22N disjoint subsets S(X) and I(X) of N; A(X) denotes 
S(X)UI(X); elements of S(X) and I(X) are synthesized and inherited 
attributes of X, respectively. A pair a(X) with a C A(X) is an attribute of X. 
(v) R is a mapping which associates with each production r: 
X o ~ UoXlU 1 ... u k 1Xkuk of G, where X t E ~V" u and u i ~ 22", 0 ~< i ~< k, a set 
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of attribute evaluation rules R (r). A pair (a, i) with a C A (Xi) for 0 ~< i ~< k 
is called an attribute occurrence of r; R(r) is a collection of attribute 
evaluation rules (a, i) = a, where a is a string over A U U~=0 (A(Xi) X {i}) 
for (a, i) E S(Xo) X {0} U U~=l(I(Xi) x {i}) and for each such (a, i), R(r) 
has exactly one rule having (a, i) as its left-hand side. 
(vi) R also associates with each a E Z'~, a set of attribute evaluation 
rules R(a) of the form (a, 0) = a, where a is a string over A U (A(a) X {0}) 
for each a ~ [(6). R(o') has exactly one rule for each a E I(a). 
(vii) Finally, a 0 ~ N is the distinguished attribute, called the output 
attribute of H, whose value is defined as an output of the tree-to-string 
transformation. We require that a0 C S(a) for every a E St.  
Let H= (G, N, A, A, R, ao) be an AG. D c denotes the set of derivation 
trees of G. For each t C D G, V t is the set of nodes of t, and a translational 
instance of t is a string over A U (N X Vt); TI(t) denotes the set of all tran- 
slational instances of t. For a, fl ~ TI(t) we define the relation a =~t/~ (we 
omit H throughout for simplicity) as follows. Suppose a = al(a, n)a2, where 
n is labeled by nonterminal X and let r be a production 
Xo ~ uoX 1 ... Uk_ lXkuk, Xi C SN, ui E S*. 
(a) If a C S(X), let n = n o, X = X o and r be the production used at no. 
Suppose R(r) has a rule (a, O)= 7; then f l=  a171a2 where 7' is obtained 
from 7 by replacing each (a', j)  by the pair (a', ng), 0 ~ j ~ k and nj is the 
jth nonterminal son of n o if j > 0. 
(b) If a ~ I(X) and n is not the root of t, let r be a production applied 
at no, X = Xj and n = n j, i.e., the jth nonterminal son of no, 0 < j ~< k. If 
R(r) contains a rule (a, j )  = 7, then/q = a 17'a2, where 7 / is defined as in (a). 
(c) If a ~ I(X) and n is the root of t, fl = al 7'a 2 if R(X) has (a, 0) = 7 
and 71 is defined as in (a). 
The reflexive-transitive closure of ~t  is denoted by *~t. The (tree-to-string) 
transformation defined by H is 
T(H) = {(t, w) l (a0, n)=@~ w E A* for t C D G with root n}. 
As before, we also use AG to denote the class of all the transformations 
{T(H) I H ~ AG}. The string-to-string transformation by H is Ts(H ) = 
{(yield(t), w) l (t, w) C T(H)} and AGs denotes {Ts(H)[HE AG}. The 
domain of H is Dora(H)= {tCDG[ ( t ,w)~ T(H) for some w~A*} and 
Dom(AG) = {Dom(H)[H ~ AG}. H is noncircular if Dora(H) = D G. 
Remark. A noncircular AG produces an output for every t ~ DG. As 
every attribute evaluation rule is deterministic, this means that no attributes 
on which the output attribute depends can have a circular definition. 
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However, it may have circularly defined attributes as long as they are never 
used to produce an output. In this sense, our definition of noncircularity 
differs from the standard notion. 
We now compare the translational power of attribute grammars with that 
of three-walking pushdown transducers studied in the previous ection. First 
we prove 
5.2. THEOREM. 1TWPD ~ AG. 
Proof Let M = (tq}, S, A, F, 6, Zo, q, {q}) be a ltwpd. Define AG H as 
follows. The underlying generalized context-free grammar G of H is 
(Z~N, Z0, P, Z1), where Z~ N ~--- Z 1 "~ Or1),0 Zn and P = {a -~ z 1 ... r, [ a C Z,  for 
n>0 and r iE27, l~ i~n}.  For each Z~F,  we define a synthesized 
attribute O[Z]. The meaning of this is that for a node n labeled by a of a 
t reet~D o and w@A*, 
(0 [Z] ,n )@ w iff M produces w as an output just after 
popping the cell containing Z if it starts a translation at n with 
Z at the top of the stack. (*) 
In other words, for every configuration C 1 = (q, t, uXZ, w', (n o,..., n k = n)), 
where uCF* ,  XCF ,  w 'CA* ,  n 0,...,n k are nodes of t, C 1~-C 2= 
(q, t, uS,  WtW, (no,... , t/k_l) ) and C2 is the first moment after C1 at which X 
appears at the top of the stack. To compute O[Z] at n, we may need to know 
O[Y]'s of sons and the father of n (if M pushes Y and goes to the sons or the 
father before popping Z); since O[Y] is synthesized, those of the sons are 
available directly, but the one of the father has to be passed down to n. To 
this end, we introduce an inherited attribute U[Y] for each YCF  and let 
U[Y] at n be equal to O[Y] of the father. Hence, H has S (a )= 
{O[Z] I Z C F} and I(a) = {U[Z] IZ  C F} for every a C '~N, and the output 
attribute is O[Z0]. For each production r: X o -~ uoX ~ u~ ... u m_ ~X m Um of G, 
where X iCZ  N and u iC27.,  0~<i~<m, H has the following attribute 
evaluation rules. 
(U[Z] , j )=  (O[Z], 0) for Z ~F,  1 <~j ~m.  (i) 
(ii) Suppose 
~(q, z, Xo) = (q, Wo, (i~, Z~ Zl)), 
6(q, z~,Xo) = (q, wl, (i2, z;z2)), 
(~(q, Z'k_ l , Xo) = (q, Wk- x, (ik Z'kZk) , 
6(q, Z~, Xo) = (q, Wk, pop) 
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for Z, Zj, Z)CF,  w~A*  and O<<,ij<~m for l<~j<~k, k )O  (if k=0,  
Z=ZD). Define a~ for each 1 <~j<~k as follows: 
(a) If ij = 0 then aj = wj_I(U[Zj], 0). 
(b) If ij > 0 and the ijth symbol of the right-hand side of r is a 
nonterminal, then aj = wj_ 1(0[Zi], i~). 
(c) Otherwise, let a t be the ijth (>0) (terminal) symbol of the 
right-hand side of r. Since we do not use attributes for terminals, we must 
"summarize" the translation of M for a t. This requires the following 
definition. Suppose 
6(q, Zij, at) = (q, w;, (0, Y'I r0) ,  
6(q, Y',, at) = (q, W'l, (0, r; Y2)), 
6(q, YI-1, at)= (q, Wtl-1, (0, Y[Y1)), 
O(q, Y[, at) = (q, w;, pop) 
for Yh, Y~, E F, w~, w~ ~ A * for 1 ~< h ~< l for some l ~> 0 (if l = 0, Y~ = Z 0. 
Then, define aj = wj_ 1 w/~(0[Y1], 0) w'1(O[Y2], 0). . .  w;_l(O[Y1], O)w;. 
Using these aj's, the evaluation rule for O[Z](Xo) is defined as (O[Z], 0 )= 
ala.z ... akw k. In case that no such Z~ and Zj or no Yh and Y; exist, define 
the rule simply as (O[Z] ,0)= (O[Z],0). Finally, define (U[Z] ,0)= 
(U[Z], 0) for each Z E Z N as rules for the root. Straightforward induction on 
the length of the translations of M and H establishes the property (,), and 
therefore, T(M)= T(H). II 
Hence, attribute grammars are at least as powerful as ltwpd's in their 
transformational power. In the next theorem, we give an attribute grammar 
which has K of Lemma 3.4 (=LN(A) of Example 3.2) as its domain. Hence, 
5.3. THEOREM. The inclusion of Theorem 5.3 is proper. 
Proof. We construct he following AGH such that Dora(H)=K of 
Lemma 3.4. The underlying rammar of H has terminals a and b and a 
nonterminal C with synthesized attribute s and inherited attributes i. C is the 
initial nonterminal and s is the output attribute. Productions of H and 
corresponding attribute rules are defined as 
(i) C-4 CC: (s, O) = (s, 1) 
(i, 1) = (s, 2) 
(i, 2) = (i, 0) 
(ii) C-4 bb: (s, 0) = (i, 0) 
643/57/1-2 
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(iii) C ~ ab 
C- ,  ba: (s, O) = 
C~ aa 
(iv) For a root C: (i, 0) = (i, 0) 
To compute s of the root of a tree, we need to visit nodes in preorder until 
a leaf labeled by a is seen. If every leaf has a label b, we return to the root 
and enter the loop; therefore the translation is undefined. | 
Despite Theorem 5.3, the difference of the transformation powers between 
AG and 1TWPD is not significant. In fact, relabeling a tree by s~ can close 
this gap. 
5.4. THEOREM. AG = SUB o 1TWPD. 
Proof. The inclusion AG ~ SUB o 1TWPD is proved by a 
straightforward simulation. Given H C AG and sz with Z being the set of 
terminals and nonterminals of H, we can construct a ltwpd M such that 
T(H)  = s z o T(M).  We describe M informally in the following. It operates on 
a tree t in sz(T~) and first checks whether t is obtained (by sx) from a 
derivation tree of the underlying context-free grammar G of H. It uses the 
pushdown stack to visit all the nodes of t in preorder, and checks (see below 
how this can be done) whether a ~ r I ... r k is a production of G or not for 
each node n labeled by [a, i] with some i and its sons r/1 . . . . .  r/k (from left to 
right) labeled by [rl, 1],..., [rk, k], respectively. If it is not a production, it 
loops in a trivial way and the output will not be defined; otherwise it 
proceeds to the next node. M outputs the empty string at each step during 
these visits. If t is obtained from a derivation tree of G, M will return to the 
root of t and will start producing the translation of the output attribute of the 
root defined by H. Note that M can recognize the root of t as it is the only 
node labeled by [o, 0] for some o ~ Z. 
The translation of the value of an attribute is done as follows. M keeps an 
attribute it is currently translating, say a, at the top of the stack. To find the 
attribute valuation rule for a, M needs to know whether the present node is 
the root or not, and/or the production of G applied at the present node n or 
the father of n, according as a is synthesized or inherited. To obtain the 
production applied at the father of the current node, M visits the father and 
the sons of the father while keeping the label of n in the top of the stack. 
During these visits, M constantly pushes the stack and uses the top of the 
stack as a finite control to store the information it is collecting. Also, by 
remembering the second component of the label of n at the top of the stack, 
M is able to return to node n by pushing the stack, i.e., without losing the 
information it has obtained as above. Computing the production at n is 
straightforward. Then M determines the attribute rule to compute a. Note 
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that this is possible again by using the second component of the label of n. 
Let this rule be a = w~a~ w2""  Wk_ ~ak wk, where w i is a string of the output 
alphabet of H and a i is an attribute of node nii, one of the surroundings of n 
for every 1 ~ i ~ k. Then M outputs w 1 and pushes all the information 
necessary to resume the translation of a. The it starts translating al by 
visiting nj .  If the rule of a is a -- w for output string w, it simply outputs w. 
Then it pops the stack until the information on the translation which was 
previously interrupted appears at the top of the stack, and resumes that tran- 
slation. When the translation of a by the rule a -~ w~a~w 2 .. .  Wk_~akw n is 
resumed after a i, it outputs w i, and starts translating ai+ 1 in the same way 
as a~ if i < n or completes the translation of a and pops the stack to resume 
a previous translation if i = n. 
The other inclusion SUB o 1TWPD c AG is shown as follows. Let M 
be a itwpd with input alphabet S X {0 ..... m} where m is the maximal 
rank of S. By Theorem 5.2, there is HCAG with underlying 
grammar G = (,~v' N X {0,..., m}, S O X {0,..., m}, P, L" u X {0 ..... m}), where 
ZN = {.-),>0 Sn" Define H'  C AG so that T(H ' )  = s~ o T (H)  as follows. The 
underlying grammar G' of H is (Z N,S0,P',ZN); G' has a production 
r ' :a~r  1 -.. r, iff G has a production r: [a, k ]~ [r~, 1]--. Iv,, n] for some 
k. ~r has synthesized (inherited) attribute (a, k) if [a, k] has synthesized 
(inherited) attribute a in H. r' has attribute valuation rule ((a, k), 0 )= a' 
for a if a is synthesized and r has attribute valuation rule (a, 0) = a; where 
a' is obtained from a by replacing each (a', 0) by ((a', k), 0) and each 
(a', l;) by ((a', i), li) for i > 0 with z i being the lith nonterminal in the right- 
hand side of r. Rules for inherited attributes are more involved as r' may be 
defined by more than one such r of H. We introduce synthesized attribute 
(b, i, k) and inherited attribute (b, i, - 1) of cr for each inherited attribute (b, i) 
of r i. Each (b, i, k) is to hold the value of (b, i) of r i computed by using the 
attribute rule of r. Then we assign the correct value of (b, i) of r i to (b, i, -1 )  
by finding k, using attribute rules of the production applied at the father of ~r. 
Hence, r' has ((b, i, k), 0 )= a' if r has (b, li)~-a, where l i and a' are 
defined as above. Also, it has ((b, i), l i )=  ((b, i , -1) ,  0). Furthermore, ach 
production of G' having a as the jth symbol and the lth nonterminal of its 
right-hand side must have ( (b, i, -1 ) ,  l) = (b, i, j ) ,  l)  for each b and i. 
Finally, for each a ES  N, the rules for the root have ((b, i , -1) ,  0 )= 
((b, i, 0), 0) for every b and i. For all other attributes x and h ~ {0,..., m} 
define (x ,h )= (x, h). The formal proof that T(H ' )=sz  o T (H)  is rather 
straightforward and omitted. II 
If the underlying rammar G of AG H has the property that no production 
has more than one occurrence of the same nonterminal in their right-hand 
sides, a ltwpd can directly simulate H without applying sz ; the proof of this 
is identical to the first part of the proof of Theorem 5.4. Hence for such 
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attribute grammars, ltwpd's exacctly characterize attribute translations. On 
the other hand, if we augment the ltwpd so that it knows at each step from 
which surrounding it has moved to the present node, then sz becomes 
unnecessary and such augmented ltwpd's would be equivalent o attribute 
grammars. General twpd's are certainly more powerful than ltwpd's; 
however, twpd's do not seem to have this capacility of recognizing previous 
surroundings. At this moment, we do not know any relationships between 
AG and TWPD. 
5.5. COROLLARY. AG s = 1TWPD s = TWPD s. 
Proof Given H E AG, there is H' E AG such that Ts(H ) = Ts(H' ) and 
no production of the undelying grammar has multiple occurrence of some 
nonterminal in the right-hand side. In fact, H '  can be constructed from H by 
introducing a new nonterminal for each occurrence of multiple occurrences 
of a nonterminal of H, together with appropriate attributes and their rules 
copied from the old ones. Then there is ME 1TWPD such that 
T(M) = T(H') by the observation made above; hence Ts(M ) = Ts(H' ). The 
rest follows from Corollary 4.6 and Theorem 5.2. II 
5.6. COROLLARY. Dom(AG)_  RECOG. 
Proof Let H E AG. By Theorem 5.4, there is M E 1TWPD such that 
T(H) = M(s~(Tr) , where 27 is the set of terminals and nonterminals of H 
and sx is the subscripting of symbols of 2;. Let h be a (deterministic) 
relabeling to erase subscripts attached by s~. Then Dora(H)= h(Dom(M)); 
hence, by Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 4.2, Dom(H) E RECOG. II 
5.7. COROLLARY. For H E AG, yield (Dom(H)) is context-free. 
Corollary 5.6 enables us to show that noncircular attribute grammars are 
equally powerful as arbitrary attribute grammars in the following sense. 
5.8. THEOREM. Given HE AG, there is a noneireular H 'E  AG such 
that Ts(H')= Ts(H ). 
Proof By Corollary 5.6, Dom(H)E  RECOG. Then by Proposition 2.3, 
there are D a, and h E DREL such that h(DG, ) = Dom(H). Define H '  as 
follows. H '  has G' as underlying rammar and each nonterminal crof H '  has 
the same attributes as h(a) of H. Attribute rules for a production 
a ~ a 1 ... or, of (G' of) H are defined exactly as those of h(cr) ~ h(ol)... (h,) 
of H. The output attribute of H '  is the same as that of H. Obviously, if a tree 
t is a derivation tree of G', h(t) is in Dora(H). Since the translation process 
of t by H '  is exactly the same as that of h(t) by H, t is in Dom(H') .  Hence 
D~, = Dom(H') .  Ts(H' ) = Ts(H) is obvious from the definition of H '  and 
Proposition 2.3. II 
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Finally, we generalize Corollary 5.7 in that even if we restrict the tran- 
slation of the output attribute to be an element of some regular set over the 
output alphabet, the yield of the set of trees satisfying this restriction is still 
context-free. 
5.9. COROLLRY. Given HE AG with output alphabet A and a regular 
set K c_ A*, HsI(K) = {yield(t)I (t, 6 )E  T(H) for some t E K} is context- 
free. 
Proof By Corollary 5.5, there is M C 1TWPD such that Ts(M)= 
Ts(H ). Let A be a deterministic finite state automaton to recognize K. Define 
M '~ TWPD as follows. M '  operates in exactly the same way as M. In 
addition, each time M produces an output, M'  computes the state of A in 
which A is after reading all the output strings produced until that moment. 
Then, M '  terminates in a final state iff M terminates and the present state of 
A that M '  is computing is a final state. Thus, Dom(M')---  {t[ (t, 6) C T(H) 
for some tiCK}. By Corollary4.5, Dom(M')  is recognizable; therefore 
yield(Dom(M')) =Hs~(K)  is context-free, l 
This corollary enables us to show that a certain type of transformations 
are not possible by attribute grammars. 
5.10. EXAMPLE. Consider the following string-to-string transformation 
T={a",bk) lk=[x/~ ] for n>/0}. Suppose there is HEAG such that 
T= Ts(H ). Let K - -  {b2"ili>/0} cb* .  By Corollary 5.9, {a n ] [x/rnj = 2.  i 
for i/>0} is context-free. Let S= {n I Iv/n] =2.  i for i>/0} and consider 
n I = (2i + 1) 2 -  1 E S for i/> 0. Then the next number after n 1 in S is n2 = 
(2i + 2) 2 and n 2 -n  1 > i. This means that for any number i/> 0 there is 
n ~ S such that the difference between  and the next number in S is larger 
than i; hence S is not semilinear. This contradicts the well-known result of 
Parikh (1966). 
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